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radius; say within a few feet of its front toes at the
most. Then watch that great animal make the best of
its opportunities. It won't bother about anything but
those blades of intellectual fodder that are growing
before its feet. And aH that you have to do in order to
make that powerful friend go where you wish is just to
pull one blinker up a little in one direction or the other,
so that-a little more intellectual fodder is revealed to its
vision; then that big chap will move on to the new
patch of mental pasturage as calmly and contentedly
as if it were a baby.
The attention knack is one of the most important
things on earth; for, when once you have understood
this little trick (for trick it is and nothing else), you can
make it do anything that you desire.
You can't carry an elephant on your back; but if
you will only carry a few nice buns in your pocket the
big brute will follow you—until your buns give out.
Moral; always carry lots of interest " buns " in your
pocket. Talk about sticking to you through thick and
thin; you will not be able to shake off that big friend
of yours by any possible means.
Don't imagine you haven't any attention-power;
the chances are that you have quite as much as anybody
else; maybe more. The only trouble with you is
probably that you haven't understood the little blinker
trick,
The secret of mental concentration is to confine the
attention to a comparatively small radius of interest,
and to mow on to a fresh circle when the intellectual
fodder in the first browsing patch has become ex-
hausted.
It is no harder to follow a plan like this than It is

